These Teaching and Learning Ideas are for Early Childhood, Primary and Secondary school students. It is up to you as individual teachers to determine how to make the ideas relevant and suitable for your class. Remember these are just a few ideas, have fun trying them and modifying them for your students and context.

Whole school activities

Reconciliation Walk

Divide your school into Buddy Classes (older students with younger ones) and walk through the school grounds, or do a lap around the oval. Play appropriate music during the walk—there are many great songs about Reconciliation on the NRW website.

Start or end the walk at your school’s flag poles and have some students read out information about the Australian, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander flags. Invite your parents and community members to join staff and students on the Reconciliation Walk.

Reconciliation Quiz

Early Childhood Centres: Fun quiz in multiple choice format using concrete materials or pictures. For example, ask the children to identify the Aboriginal flag from a small selection of flags.

Primary School: Divide classes into year clusters, Years 1 – 2, 3 - 4, 5 - 6 and provide a quiz with age appropriate questions. The cluster with the highest scores can be acknowledged with a certificate or award at a school assembly.

Secondary School: Years 7 – 12—conduct the quiz during Home Class. Schools can award prizes for classes with most correct answers in each year level.

Compile your quiz questions from the factsheets found on Reconciliation Australia’s NRW page. Seek sponsorship of prizes and awards from local businesses.

Walk The Talk school and community activities


Walk the Talk Australian Map

Create a Walk the Talk map of Australia. Have students sketch out the map and paint in Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander colours. Then overlay with footprints to show significant places and historical milestones. Look at the Reconciliation Timeline in the Resources section on our NRW website for ideas. Display the finished artwork in your school, or local community establishment.
Illustrating History and Stories

Invite a local Elder to come in and tell a story about their connection to country, and the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history of the area in which your school is situated. Let students use art and craft to recount the Elder’s story or pick out an important event to illustrate. Bind all the artwork together and create a big book of the students’ pictures adding relevant text.

Travelling Story – Walkabout

On paper shaped as footprints (or large feet), start a story about reconciliation in one classroom and let the story grow and continue throughout the school going from class to class. Each class adds to the previous class’ part. When the whole story is finished, display the full story in the front foyer of the school for parents to see or on display boards in the library or corridor for all students to read, and present the story to the entire school at an assembly.

Speech Bubbles

Use big speech bubble cut-outs on coloured cardboard to allow students to record their thoughts on what they pledge to do to Walk the Talk! Take photos of some of the great pledges and post them on your school’s website. Also send some to us for our Schools Program website. Teachers in Early Childhood Centres can scribe for their students.

Walking Footprint Bookmarks

Get every student and teacher to make a personalised bookmark by using their footprint. Either trace around feet or make a footprint with coloured paint on paper. Write a personal message about reconciliation onto the footprint and laminate and cut out.

Our Next Most Powerful Step for Reconciliation

Ask students across the school “What reconciliation means to me?”, or “What Let’s Walk The Talk means for our school?”, or “What can we do as a school to put words into actions?”.

The different year levels can respond in ways that are age appropriate. For example Kindergarten might paint their responses, Year 2 students might draw pictures to represent their ideas, Year 6s might use symbolism in art, and Year 10s might write their opinions. All of these responses can be done on foot shaped paper or card and teachers could compile their class’ work, summarise the group’s thinking and title it “Our Next Most Powerful Step for Reconciliation”.
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